Excerpts from the Charge

◆ “...assessing progress to date by the Project Team is one of the charge items…”

◆ “Finally, although installation of the upgrade is "off project," please examine the plans for the 2005 installation activities and comment on D-Zero cost estimates for these activities.”

◆ NOT reviewing project justification

The Committee

◆ G.Apollinari (Install), D.Christian (AFE), S.Pordes (Trigger), L.Spiegel (L0), W.Wester(AFE)

Talks & Documentation


(All quotes from draft closeout document – not final.)
L1Cal-Related Comments

◆ “The reviewer was very impressed with presentations and with the work described.”
◆ “The L1Cal and L1CTT projects are vital to the experiment.”
◆ “The ADF v2 board (the L1Cal front-end) seems to be the most challenging design and has yet to be validated. I’m sure its progress will be watched carefully.”

L1Cal-Related Suggestions

◆ “It would be helpful to have a presentation on the trigger simulation and validation efforts some time in early 2005.”

Congratulations on a Successful Review!